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The STEM Video Game Challenge (STEM VGC) is Australia’s national 
video-game competition for Australian students (Years 5-12). Now in its 
4th year, the competition aims to stimulate commitment to STEM related 
disciplines from schools across Australia through a fun, interactive medi-
um, encouraging interest in gaming development and design.

Facilitated by the ACER Foundation, the charitable arm of the Australian 
Council for Educational Research, the STEM VGC inspires, unites and 
challenges over 3000 students from 220 schools nationwide, to use 
their skills in a creative environment, empowering them to construct 
something interactive, stimulating and meaningful.

This year, the STEM VGC culminates at PAX, a video gaming convention 
held in Melbourne from October 26-28, 2018. With the popularity of 
video gaming fast becoming part of mainstream pop culture with events 
around the globe, the PAX Conference presents an opportunity for your 
brand to partner with ACER, while having a brand presence at PAX –  
an event that connects students with thought leaders, industry pioneers 
and gaming innovators.

Last year, PAX hosted over x attendees, x sessions and x sponsors,  
and featured several journalists, storytellers and professional bloggers  
in the field.

We expect 2019 to bring an even bigger event audience for the STEM 
VGC and we hope you’ll join us in inspiring the next generation of 
students to renew their commitment to STEM-related disciplines.

 

Sincerely,

Lisa Norris, 
Foundation Director, ACER
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The ACER Foundation has a deep understanding of the way young 
learners consume and experience education. As a trusted facilitator in the 
Education sector, we create award-winning activities that bridge traditional 
and emerging media with audiences across multiple digital platforms.

The Australian STEM Video Game Challenge engages Australian 
students with the subject areas of Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics (STEM) through the process of designing and building an 
original video game. We challenge students to use STEM related skills 
in a creative environment, encouraging them to turn classroom learning 
into reality by learning to construct something interactive, stimulating, 
and meaningful.

Over 3 days, the Australian STEM Video Game Challenge explores the 
latest innovations in the way games and play shape the way we’re 
educated. Award winners are announced at the annual PAX Australian 
Video Game Exhibition in Melbourne, followed by a panel discussion 
exploring the educational benefits of game-making.

The Australian STEM  
Video Game Challenge
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“ Partnering with ACER for the STEM Video Game Challenge 
has been a terrific experience for us. The games these kids 
have created are right on par with the output produced from 
any of the game jams we’ve seen around the world. We’re 
thrilled to support our next-generation of artists”

Andrew Turner  
Senior Marketing Manager  

YoYo Games

“ Participants in the STEM Video-Game Challenge represent 
some of best next-generation game developers and 3D 
artists, demonstrating remarkable levels of creativity and 
technical skill. Entrants should be proud that they have 
created an original video game using new and emerging 
technology - skills vital not only to games development, but 
the future of our creative digital industries”

John De Margheriti  
CEO and Chairman  

Academy of Interactive Entertainment (AIE)
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The Australian STEM Video Game Challenge is evolving; progressing 
what it means to ‘learn’ by challenging traditional perceptions of STEM-
related skills in school children. Through the ACER Foundation, we 
aim to stimulate further commitment to STEM subjects, encouraging 
more parents and educators to observe and play with children so they 
have a better understanding of how to help design their learning and 
development experience.

We’re aiming to engage more than 10,000 Australia students with STEM 
related projects over the next 3 years – creating a real difference for 
Australia’s future generations.

Partnering with ACER will help us accelerate our efforts – closing the 
gap between current learning and the skills required for students to 
participate and succeed in the 21st century.

Join us at PAX Australia to support Australian gaming innovation in 
schools, while being part of a gaming environment that provides a 
breadth of storytelling possibilities. Meet leading personalities in the 
gaming industry - TV producers, writers, bloggers – all housed at PAX 
with more than 100 exhibitors, 1000’s of playable games, and the 
capacity to deliver more than 50 hours of on-stage content.

To find out more, contact us:

Lisa Norris 
Director, ACER Foundation 
(03) 9277 5520 / lisa.norris@acer.org

As an initiative of the ACER Foundation (a registered charity),  
all financial contributions are tax deductible.

PARTNER WITH US 
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